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?????????? 4??????????????Plant with seeds???????????
????2016? 11? 3? 2?00?2?40?????婷????? 60??15?
??????????????????????????????????????
???
1? ????????????????? 3???? seed coat?????embryo????cotyledon??
????????????
2????????seed coat, embryo, cotyledon???????????????
????????????????????
57???????????????????????????
??The seeds have three parts: seed coat, embryo, cotyledon.
???????
Seed coat is the outside layer of a seed. It protects the life inside the seed.
 The embryo is the “baby” plant inside the seed. It includes the root of the new plant and the leaves. 














Seeds different colors different shapes.
Seed coat is the outside layer of a seed.
The embryo is the ‘baby’ plant inside the seed.
The cotyledon gives food to the embryo part of the seed.
???????????????????????Writing down the summary of the seeds and 































T? So amazing!???????? 4??????????????????????????? 
Do you like my magic show? Give me a hand????????????
 S???????????
T?Do you know what happen? You can say in Chinese.
 S????
T?What we are going to learn today?
???????????????????????This is a picture of???
 S??????Magnet.
59???????????????????????????
T?Now, let’s say word!   M, a, g, n, e, t.





T???????????????????????It’s long and straight.
T?B, a, bar, bar, magnet.
 S?Bar magnet.
T?Yes! Good, excellent.
T? Bar magnet.??????bar magnet?????????????????????????
????????????




T?It’s look like letter U.
 S?U
T?U shape magnet.




T? Here are some type of magnets. Where can we find the magnet????? 2??????? 
?Brain storming Where can we find the magnet in our daily life???PPT???????
T? Here are some type of magnets. Where can we find the magnet? Where can we find the 
magnet ?
T??????????????????What this?
 S? Pencil box.
T? Yes! We can find magnet here????????????????????????????
???
T? Let’s think about. What else can we find the magnet?
 S1?????????????????????????????In the door.
60 ???????????????????????????
T?Yes, we can close the door.
 S2?Refrigerator. ???????????????????????????
 S3????Black board.
T?????????????????????Yes! This is stick on the blackboard.
S4????In the bag.






???????What can the magnet attract????attract????????????????
????????? ???????????????????????????????????
????1??10??5??????? plastic rulers,  erasers,  paper,  iron paper clips,  1-yuan coin, 
10-cents coin,  5-cent coin??????????????????
T? ?5??????????Have you ever seen this coins ? No? It’s old one. 
?????5?????????????????????????????????
T? Now Let’s guess! Can magnet attract them? 
???????????????? Yes?No??????????
T?Can magnet attract plastic ruler? Who thinks no ? Raise your hand?






























?????????????????????Migrating birds may find their way by using Earth’s 
magnetic field.??
???????????Learn more about magnets, exert our imagination, and it may make our 































































???????????????????????????? SPICE ?Stanford Program on 
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????2017? 6? 24????????
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? 31??
 7 Chinese Tea??????????????????2017? 11? 3??
 8  ????????????2016? 10? 19??
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 10 ?????????????????????????????2017? 11? 3??
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 18 ???????54???????????Study Abroad????????2017? 8? 20???? 16????????
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 19 http://www.mext.go.jp/a_menu/koutou/ryugaku/1345878.htm
 20 ???Studying Abroad????96??
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